
My first comment on Schrei 27 is how incredibly well made it is, both as a screen 
work and a sonic experience (albeit they are now so inherently linked in this form). 
The clarity of each image, edit and sound is so precise, that even at intense volume - 
be it aural or visual – we never get any deterioration of data. This in itself is quite 
remarkable, and gives the work a sharp formal edge that is at once both compelling 
and disarming.
 
Spending time in the installation I found it quite difficult to respond instantly. I knew 
I wasn’t retaining any critical distance from the material, because the work is so 
intense. I couldn’t feel it, process it, and form a view all at once. I had to make a 
choice, so I went with ‘feel it’. Therefore I have had to reflect and piece together 
thoughts and ideas after the event of being present at the screening. This in itself 
asks what the work is - whether it is to be watched like cinema, or witnessed as 
some other form of event. Personally, I hope it gets placed, discussed and written 
about in both artists’ film and live performance contexts and territories. 
 
Later, I started by thinking about flesh, and about pain as a border between internal 
and external space. The repeated use of vivid red saturating sequences of black and 
white imagery for me started to become an intermediary (or carrier, or messenger) 
between the painted visions of Diamanda and the contained, monochrome abject 
bodies under duress. The red as portal. These painted images then potentially 
become totemic, in that they punctuate a relentless imposed brutality, with what 
might be read as pathways to internal power - something potent from within, giving 
strength to resist the maelstrom. They become symbols of resistance, defying a total 
claim on the body by an aggressor or attacker. Yet they also exist as somehow 
ancient too, like something innate, or prophesy. 
 
An echo of this is also found in the two images of Diamanda walking by the river, as 
if this event is a memory (or hope) of another time. Held and cherished; a moment 
of respite. But there is a sense of threat in these images too: is she carrying a blade? 
Is that an image that I know from another time and another context? Have I seen 
that moment before and am now myself overlaying images that are outside the 
relentless bodily assault shown on screen? Are we, the viewers, also now then 
implicated in this search for connections and images that might take us outside this 
ongoing pain? Are we now somehow culpable?
 
The use of juddering, frenetic editing also raises something very dark in relation to 
flesh. The (external) bodies we see in the work are held firmly in place by means that 
we sometimes see - taped wrists and ankles - or implied by other means the likes of 
which we know not what, but fear. This editing then becomes it’s own economy of 
something very tense, as if the works’ own centre of gravity is too high. But this is 
also at odds with its obvious control, of subject matter, form, and even audience. 



This is a work that demands attention, so rather than creating any vulnerability, this 
sense of instability reads directly in relation to the prone bodies we see. It creates a 
sense of panic, sometimes as something we read, and sometimes as something we 
might start to feel.

And I wondered what it would be like to watch it alone, to sit on my own and 
experience something differently menacing. I think it would be really fucking 
frightening.

A friend of mine brought her mother to see the work. This woman is in her 80’s and 
was a life long student of Alfred Wolfson then later Roy Hart. She is currently writing 
a memoire of Alfred, and she thought Schrei 27 was an absolutely stunning work. 
This is because of the incredible sonic performance by Diamanda at the heart of the 
piece. Holding this within the realm of the overall work, in ways that extend both, is 
really a properly amazing feat. I hope you feel very proud of that.

Thank you very much for trusting the context of SPILL and please keep me up to date 
with any developments.

All best wishes
Robert 


